We are interested in the computing frontier around an essential question about compiler construction: having a program P and a set M of non parametric compiler optimization modules (called also phases), is it possible to find a sequence s of these phases such that the performance (execution time for instance) of the final generated program P is "optimal" ? We prove in this article that this problem is undecidable in two general schemes of optimizing compilation: iterative compilation and library optimization/generation. Fortunately, we give some simplified cases when this problem becomes decidable, and we provide some algorithms (not necessary efficient) that can answer our main question.
INTRODUCTION
The notion of an "optimal" program is sometimes ambiguous in optimizing compilation. Using an absolute definition, an optimal program P * means that there is no other equivalent program Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. P faster than P * , whatever be the input data. This is equivalent to state that the optimal program should run as fast as the longest dependence chain in its trace. This notion of optimality cannot exist in practice: Schwiegelshohn et al showed in [20] that there are loops with conditional jumps for which no semantically equivalent time-optimal program exists on parallel machines, even with speculative execution 1 . More precisely, they showed why it is impossible to write a program that is the fastest for any input data. This is because the presence of conditional jumps makes the program execution paths dependent on the input data, so it is not guaranteed that a program shown faster for a considered input data set (i.e., for a given execution path) remains the fastest for all possible input data. Furthermore, Schwiegelshohn et al convinced us that "optimal" codes for loops with branches (with arbitrary input data) requires the ability to express and execute a program with unbounded speculative window. Since any real speculative feature is limited in practice 2 , it is "impossible" to write an optimal code for some loops with branches on real machines.
In our work, we define the program optimality according to the input data. So, we say that a program P * is optimal if there is not another equivalent program P faster than P * considering the same input data. Of course, the optimal program P * related to the considered input data I * must still execute correctly for any other input data, but not necessarily in the fastest speed of execution. In other term, we do not try to build efficient specialized programs, i.e., we should not generate programs that execute only for a certain input data set. Otherwise a simple program that only prints the results would be sufficient for fixed input data.
With this notion of optimality, we can ask the general question: how to build a compiler that generates an optimal program given an input data set ? Such question is very difficult to answer, since we are not able till now to enumerate all the possible automatic program rewriting methods in compilation (some are present in the literature, others have to be set up in the future). So, we first address in this work another similar question: given a finite set M of compiler optimization modules, how to build an automatic method to combine them in a finite sequence that produces an optimal program? We mean by compiler optimization module a program transformation that rewrites the original code. Unless they are encapsulated inside code optimization modules, we exclude program analysis passes since they do not modify the code. This paper provides a formalism for some general questions about phase ordering. Our formal writing allows us to give preliminary answers from the computer science perspective about decidability (what we can really do by automatic computation) and undecidability (what we can never do by automatic computation). We will show that our answers are tightly correlated to the nature of the models (functions) used to predict or evaluate the programs performances. Note that we are not interested in the efficiency aspects of compilation and code optimization: we know that most of the code optimization problems are inherently NP-complete. Consequently, the proposed algorithms in this paper are not necessarily efficient, and are written for the purpose of demonstrating the decidability of some problems. Proposing efficient algorithms for decidable problems is another research aspect outside the current scope.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short overview about some phase ordering studies in the literature, as well as some performance prediction modeling. Section 3 defines a formal model for the phase ordering problem that allows us to prove some negative decidability results. Next, in Section 4, we show some general optimizing compilation scheme in which the phase ordering problem becomes decidable. Section 5 explores the problem of tuning optimizing compilation parameters with a compilation sequence. Finally, we present our future work before concluding.
BACKGROUND
The problem of phase ordering in optimizing compilation is coupled to the problem of performance modeling, since the performance prediction/estimation may guide the search process. The two following subsections present a quick overview of related work.
Performance Modeling and Prediction
Program performance modeling and estimation on a certain machine is an old (and is still) an important research topic aiming to guide code optimization. The simplest performance prediction formula is the linear function that computes the execution time of a sequential program on a simple von-Neumann machine: it is simply a linear function of the number of executed instructions. With the introduction of memory hierarchy, parallelism at many level (instructions, threads, process), branch prediction and speculation, performance prediction becomes more complex than a simple linear formula. The exact shape or the nature of such function and the parameters that it involves are two unknown problems until now. However, there exist many articles that try to define approximated performance prediction functions:
• Statistical Linear Regression Models: the parameters involved in the linear regression are usually chosen by the authors. Many program executions or simulation through multiple data sets allow to build statistics that compute the coefficients of the model [21, 6] .
• Static Algorithmic Models: usually, such models are algorithmic analysis methods that try to predict a program performance [4, 16, 25, 23] . For instance, the algorithm counts the instructions of a certain type, or makes a guess of the local instruction schedule, or analyzes data dependencies to predict the longest execution path, etc.
• Comparison Models: instead of predicting a precise performance metric, some studies provide models that compare two code versions and try to predict the fastest one [11, 24] .
Of course, the best and the most accurate performance prediction is the Turing machine itself, since it executes the program and hence we can directly measure the performance. This is what is usually used in iterative compilation and library generation for instance. The main problem with performance prediction models is their aptitude to reflect the real performance on the real machine. As well explained by Rai Jain [18] , the common mistake in statistical modeling is to trust a model simply because it plots a similar curve compared to the real plot (a proof by eyes !). Indeed, this sort of experimental validation is not correct from the statistical science theory, and there exist formal statistical methods [18] that check if a model fits the reality. Until now, we have not found any study that validates a program performance prediction model using such formal statistical methods.
Some Attempts in Phase Ordering
Finding the best order in optimizing compilation is an old problem. The most common case is the dependence between register allocation and instruction scheduling in instruction level parallelism processors as shown in [7] . Many other cases of inter-phase dependencies exist, but it is hard to analyze all the possible interactions [26] .
Click and Cooper in [3] present a formal method that combines two compiler modules to build a super-module that produces better (faster) programs than if we apply each module separately. However, they do not succeed to generalize their framework of module combination, since they prove it for only two special cases, which are constant propagation and dead code elimination.
In [12] , the authors use exhaustive enumeration of possible compilation sequences (restricted to a limited sequence size). They try to find if any "best" compilation sequence emerges. The experimental results show that, unfortunately, there is not a winning compilation sequence. We think that this is because such compilation sequence depends not only on the compiled program, but also on the input data and the underlying executing machine.
In [22] , the authors target a similar objective as in [3] . They succeed to produce super-modules that guarantee performance optimization. However, they combine two analysis passes followed by a unique program rewriting phase. In our work, we try to find the best combination of code optimization modules, excluding program analysis passes (unless they belong to the code transformation modules).
In [15] , the authors evaluate by using a performance model the different optimization sequences to apply to a given program. The model determines the profit of optimization sequences according to register resource and cache behavior. Optimizations consider only scalars and the same optimizations are applied whatever be the values of the inputs. In our article, we assume on the contrary that the optimization sequence should depend on the value of the input (in order to be able to speak about the optimality of a program).
Finally, there is the whole field of iterative compilation. In this research activity, looking for a good compilation sequence requires to compile the program multiple times iteratively, and at each iteration, a new code optimization sequence is used [5, 24] until a "good" solution is reached. In such frameworks, any kind of code optimization can be sequenced, the program performance may be predicted or accurately computed via execution or simulation. There exist other attempts that try to combine a sequence of high level loop transformations [1, 13] . As mentioned, such methods are devoted to regular high performance codes and only use loop transformation in the polyhedral model.
In this paper, we give a general formalism for the phase ordering problem and its multiple variants that incorporate the work presented in this section.
TOWARDS A THEORETICAL MODEL FOR PHASE ORDERING PROBLEM
In this section, we give our theoretical framework about the phase ordering problem. Let M be a finite set of program transformations. We would like to construct an algorithm A that has three inputs: a program P, an input data I and a desired execution time T for the transformed program. For each input program and its input data set, the algorithm A must compute a finite sequence s = mn
* of optimization modules 3 . The same transformation can appear multiple times in the sequence, as it occurs already in real compilers (for constant propagation/dead code elimination for instance). If s is applied to P, it must generate an optimal transformed program P * according to the input data I. Each optimization module mi ∈ M has a unique input which is the program to be rewritten, and has an output P = mi(P). So, the final generated program P * is (mn
. We must have a clear concept and definition of a program transformation module. Nowadays, many optimization techniques are complex toolboxes with many parameters. For instance, loop unrolling and loop blocking require a parameter which is the degree of unrolling or blocking. Until Section 5, we do not consider such parameters in our formal problem. We handle them by considering, for each program transformation, a finite set of parameter values, which is the case in practice. Therefore loop unrolling with an unrolling degree of 4 and loop unrolling with a degree of 8 are considered as two different optimizations. Given such finite set of parameter values per program transformation, we can define a new compilation module for each pair of program transformation and parameter value. So, for the remainder of the text (until Section 5), a program transformation can be considered as a module without any parameter except the program to be optimized.
In order to check that the execution time has reached some value T , we assume that there is a performance evaluation function t that allows to precisely evaluate or predict the execution time (or other performance metrics) of a program P according to the input data I. Let t(P, I) be the predicted execution time. Thus, t can predict the execution time of any transformed program P = m(P) when applying a program transformation c. If we apply a sequence of program transformations, t is assumed to be able to predict the execution time of the final transformed program, i.e., t(P , I)
). t can be either the measure of performance on the real machine, obtained through execution of the program with its inputs, a simulator or a performance model. In this article, we do not make the distinction between the three cases and assume that t is an arbitrary computable function. Next, we give a formal description of the phase ordering problem in optimizing compilation.
PB. 1 (PHASE-ORDERING). Let t be an arbitrary performance evaluation function. Let M be a finite set of program transformations. ∀T ∈ N an execution time (in processor clock cycles), ∀P a program, ∀I input data, does there exist a sequence s ∈ M * such that t(s(P), I) < T ? In other words, if we define the set:

St,M(P, I, T ) = {s ∈ M * |t(s(P), I) < T } is the set St,M(P, I, T ) empty?
3 • denotes the symbol of function combination (concatenation).
Textually, the phase ordering problem tries to determine for each program and input whether there exists or not a compilation sequence s which results in an execution time lower than a bound T .
If there is an algorithm that decides the phase ordering problem, then there is an algorithm that computes one sequence s such that t(s(P), I) < T , provided that t always terminates. Indeed, enumerating the code optimization sequences in lexicographic order always finds an admissible solution to Problem 1. Deciding the phase ordering problem is therefore the key for finding the best optimization sequence.
Decidability Results
In our problem formulation, we assume the following characteristics:
1. t is a computable function. t(P, I) terminates when P terminates on the input I. This definition is compatible with the fact that t can be the measured execution time on a real machine;
2. each program transformation m ∈ M is computable, always terminates and preserves the program semantics;
3. program P always terminates;
4. the final transformed program P = s(P) executes at least one instruction, i.e., the final execution time is strictly positive.
The phase ordering problem corresponds to what occurs in a compiler: whatever the program and input be given by the user (if the compiler resorts to profiling), the compiler has to find a sequence of optimizations reaching some (not very well defined) performance threshold. Answering the question of the phase ordering problem as defined in Problem 1 depends on the performance prediction model t. Since the function (or its class) t is not defined, Problem 1 cannot be answered as it is, and requires to have another formulation that slightly changes its nature. We consider in this paper a modified version, where the function t is not known by the optimizer. The adequation between this assumption and the real optimizing problem is discussed after the problem statement.
PB. 2 (MODIFIED PHASE-ORDERING). Let M be a finite set of program transformations. For any performance evaluation function t, ∀T ∈ N an execution time (in processor clock cycles), ∀P a program, ∀I input data, does there exist a sequence s ∈ M * such that t(s(P), I) < T ? In other words, if we define the set:
SM(t, P, I, T ) = {s ∈ M * |t(s(P), I) < T }, is the set SM(t, P, I, T ) empty?
This problem corresponds to the case where t is not an approximates model but is the real executing machine (the most precise model). Let us present the intuition behind this statement: a compiler always has an architecture model of the target machine (resource constraints, instruction set, general architecture, latencies of caches,. . . ). This model is assumed to be correct (meaning that the real machine conforms according to the model) but does not take into account all mechanisms of the hardware. Thus in theory, an infinite number of different machines fit into the model, and we must assume the real machine is any of them. As the architecture model is incomplete and performance also depends usually on non-modeled features (conflict misses, data alignment, operation bypasses,...), the performance evaluation model of the compiler is incorrect. This suggests that the performance evaluation function of the real machine can be any performance evaluation function, even if there is a partial architectural description of this machine. Consequently, Problem 2 corresponds to the case of the phase ordering problem when t is the most precise performance model which is the real executing machine (or simulator): the real machine measures the performance of its own executing program (for instance, by using its internal clock or its hardware performance counters).
In the following lemma, we assume an additional hypothesis: there exists a program that can be optimized into an infinite number of different programs. This necessarily requires that there is an infinite number of different optimization sequences. But this is not sufficient. As sequences of optimizations in M are considered as words made of letters from the alphabet M, the set of sequences is always infinite, even with only one optimization in M. For instance, fusion and loop distribution can be used repetitively to build sequences as long as desired. However, this infinite set of sequences will only generate a finite number of different optimized codes (ranging from all fusioned loops, to all distributed loops). If the total number of possible generated programs is bounded, then it may be possible to fully generate them in a bounded compilation time: it is therefore easy to check the performance of every generated program and to keep the best one. In our hypothesis, we assume that the set of all possible generated programs (generated using the distinct compilation sequences belonging to M * ) is infinite. One simple optimization such as strip-mine, applied many times to a loop with parametric bounds, generates as many different programs. Likewise, unrolling a loop with parametric bounds can be performed an infinite number of times. Note that the decidability of Problem 2 when the cardinality of M * is infinite while the set of distinct generated programs is finite remains an open problem.
LEMMA 1. Modified Phase-Ordering is an undecidable problem if there exists a program that can be optimized into an infinite number of different programs.
PROOF. The intuition of the proof is the following: at least one program P0 can be optimized into an infinite number of different programs. Assume it is possible to enumerate these different programs, and number them with an integer. For this program P0, we therefore simplify the problem: instead of looking for an optimization sequence, we are looking now for an integer, that makes the value of t lower than some given bound (we replace the program parameter of t with the integer). As t is an input of the problem and is any computable function (terminating on any input), undecidability of this subproblem is a classical result in computation theory.
The detailed proof works by reduction of the following problem:
This problem is known undecidable by application of Rice theorem [9] .
We first reformulate the phase-ordering problem as a problem on computable functions instead of a problem on optimization sequences and evaluation functions. Sequences s of optimizations in M are considered as words made of letters from the alphabet M. There exists a program P0 such that optimization sequences applied to P0 generate an infinite number of different programs. Thus, there exists an algorithm aM,P 0 that, given an integer i, enumerates optimization sequences in lexicographical order, finds the first i sequences si that generate different optimized programs and outputs si(P0). aM,P 0 (i) = si(P0). This function is a bijective mapping between integers and optimized versions of P0. Now, we can define, for any evaluation function t, a function t : I ) for all integers m, I. t is a computable function that always terminate. This defines a bijective mapping between evaluation functions and terminating computable functions with two parameters. Only one of these parameters (m) is not an input of the problem. We introduce one more in order to be able to perform the reduction: as there exists a bijective function h mapping any pair of integers to an integer, we define a mapping between evaluation functions and terminating computable functions with three parameters: t (m, n, I) = t(aM,P 0 (h(m, n)), I). The Modified Phase-ordering problem is equivalent to deciding whether the set:
is empty or not, where t is any computable function that always terminate. Now, we build the reduction. Consider a recursive enumerable language L. There exists a computable function g in {0, 1} such that m ∈ L ⇔ g(m) = 1. We build the following function tg,T , based on g:
• Input: m, n and I
• Perform at most n steps of the computation of g(m).
• If the computation has finished and g(m) = 1 then return T − 1
This function tg,T always terminates and is computable. Moreover, there exists n such that tg,T (m, n, I) < T iff g(m) = 1. Now, given some integer T and an input I:
• If S (tg,T , I, T ) is not empty, then there exist m and n such that g(m) stops before n computation steps and g(m) = 1. Therefore L is not empty.
• This shows that there is a reduction from the problem Empty Set to the Modified Phase Ordering problem. As the problem Empty Set is undecidable, the modified phase ordering problem is also undecidable.
We provide here a variation on the modified phase ordering problem that corresponds to the library optimization issue: program and (possibly) inputs are known at compile-time, but the optimizer has to adapt its sequence of optimization to the underlying architecture/compiler. This is what happens in Spiral [14] and FFTW [8] . If the input is also part of the unknowns, the problem has the same difficulty. 
PB. 3 (PHASE ORDERING FOR LIBRARY OPTIMIZATION
SP,I,M,T (t) = {s ∈ M * |t(s(P), I) < T } is the set SP,I,M,T (t) empty?
The decidability results of Problem 3 are stronger than those of Problem 2: here the compiler knows the program, its inputs, the optimizations to play with and the performance bound to reach. However, there is still no algorithm to find out the best optimization sequence, if the optimizations may generate a infinite number of different program versions. PROOF. The proof is the same as the previous one, as the proof does not depend neither on the input I nor on the bound T .
The next section gives other formulations of the Phase-Ordering problem that do not alter the decidability results proved in this section.
Another formulation of Phase Ordering Problem
Instead of having a function that predicts the execution time, we can consider a function g that predicts the performance gain or speedup. g would be a function with three inputs: the input program P, the input data I and a transformation module m ∈ M. The performance prediction function g(P, I, m) computes the performance gain if we transform the program P to m(P) and by considering the same input data I. For a sequence s = (mn
define the gain g(P, I, s) = g(P, I, m0)×g(m0(P), I, m1)×· · ·×g((mn−1•· · ·•m0)(P), I, mn).
Note that, since the gains (and speedups) are fractions, the whole gain of the final generated program is the product of the partial intermediate gains. The ordering problem in this case becomes the problem of computing a compilation sequence that results in a maximal speedup, formally written as follows. This problem formulation is equivalent to the initial one that tries to optimize the execution time instead of speedup. 
PB. 4 (MODIFIED PHASE
is the set SM(g, P, I, k) empty?
We can easily see that Problem 2 is equivalent to Problem 4. This is because g and t are dependent each other by the following usual equation of performance gain:
g(P, I, m) = t(P, I) − t(m(P), I) t(P, I)
EXAMPLES OF DECIDABLE SIMPLI-FIED CASES
In this section we give some decidable instances of the phase ordering problem. As a first case, we define another formulation of the problem that introduces a monotonic cost function. This formulation models the real existing compilation approaches. As a second case, we model generative compilation and show that phase ordering is decidable in this case.
Models with Compilation Costs
In Section 3, the phase ordering problem is defined using a performance evaluation function. In this section, we add another function c that models a cost. Such cost may be the compilation time, the number of distinct compilation passes inside a compilation sequence, the length of a compilation sequence, distinct explored compilation sequences, etc. The cost function has two inputs: the program P and a transformation pass m. Thus, c(P, m) gives the cost of transforming the program P to P = m(P ). Such cost does not depend on input data I. The phase ordering problem including the cost function becomes the problem of computing the best compilation sequence with a bounded cost.
PB. 5 (PHASE-ORDERING WITH DISCRETE COST FUNCTION). Let t be performance evaluation function that predicts the execution time of any program P given input data I. Let M be a finite set of optimization modules. Let c(P, m) be a function that computes the cost of transforming the program P to P = m(P ), m ∈ M. Does there exist an algorithm A that solves the following problem ? ∀T ∈ N an execution time (in processor clock cycles), ∀K ∈ N a compilation cost, ∀P a program, ∀I input data, compute A(P, I, T ) = s such that s = (mn • mn−1 · · · • m0) ∈ M * and t(s(P), I) < T with c(P, m0) + c(m0(P), m1) + · · · + c((mn−1 • · · · • m0)(P), mn) ≤ K.
We see in this section that if the cost function c is a strictly increasing function, then we can provide a recursive algorithm that solves Problem 5. First, we define the monotonic characteristics of the function c. We say that c is strictly increasing iff
∀m, m ∈ M, c(P, m) < c(s(P), m )
That is, applying a program transformation sequence mn•mn−1 · · ·• m0 ∈ M
* to a program P has always a higher integer cost than applying mn−1 · · · • m0 ∈ M * . Such assumption is true for the case of function costs such as compilation time 4 , number of compilation passes, etc. Each practical compiler uses an implicit cost function.
Building an algorithm that computes the best compiler optimization sequence given a strictly increasing cost function is an easy problem because we can use an exhaustive search of all possible compilation sequences with bounded cost. Algorithm 1 provides a trivial recursive method: it first looks for all possible compilation sequences under the considered cost, then it iterates over all these compilation sequences to check whether we could generate a program with the bounded execution time. Such process terminates because we are sure that the cumulative integer costs of the intermediate program transformations will certainly reach the limit K.
As illustration, the work presented in [12] belongs to this family of decidable problems. Indeed, the authors compute all possible compilation phase sequences, but by restricting themselves to a given number of phases in each sequence. Such number is modeled in our framework as a cost function defined as follows:
Textually it means that we associate to each compilation sequence the cost which is simply equal to the number of phases inside the compilation sequence. The authors in [12] limit the number of
Algorithm 1 Computing a Good Compilation Sequence in the Compilation Cost Model
Require: a program P Require: a cost K ∈ N Require: an execution time T ∈ N Require: 1 a neutral optimization: 1(P) = P ∧ c(P, 1) = 0 /* we first compute the SET of all possible compilation sequences under the cost limit K * 15 as example) . Consequently, the number of possible combinations becomes bounded which makes the problem of phase ordering decidable. Algorithm 1 can be used to generate the best compilation sequence if we consider a cost function as a fixed number of phases.
The next section presents another simplified case in phase ordering, which is generative compilation.
One-Pass Generative Compilers
Generative compilation is a subclass of iterative compilation. In such simplified classes of compilers, the code of an intermediate program is optimized and generated in a one pass traversal of the abstract syntax tree. Each program part is treated and translated to a final code without any possible backtracking in the code optimization process. For instance, we can take the case of a program given as an abstract syntax tree. A set of compilation phases treats each program part, i.e. each sub-tree, and generates a native code for such part. Another code optimization module can no longer re-optimize the already generated program part, since any optimization module in generative compilation takes as input only This program optimization process as described by Algorithm 2 computes the best compilation phase greedily. Adding backtracking changes complexity but the process still terminates. More generally, generative compilers making the assumption that sequences of best optimized codes are best optimized sequences fit the onepass generative compiler description. For example, the SPIRAL project in [14] is a generative compiler. It performs a local optimization to each node. SPIRAL optimizes FFT formulae, from the formula level, by trying different decomposition of large FFTs. Instead of a program, SPIRAL starts from a formula, and the optimizations considered are decomposition rules. From a formula tree, SPIRAL recursively applies a set of program transformations at each node, starting from the leaves, generates C code, executes it and measures its performance. Using dynamic programming strategy 5 , composition of best performing formulae are considered as best performing compositions.
As can be seen, finding a compilation sequence in generative compilation that produces the fastest program is a decidable problem (Algorithm 2 In other terms, the number of possible distinct passes on a program becomes finite and bounded as shown in Algorithm 2: for each node of the abstract syntax tree, we apply locally a single code optimization (we iterate over all possible code optimization modules and we pick up the one that produces the best performance according to the chosen performance model). Furthermore, no code optimization sequence is searched locally (only a single pass is applied). Thus, if the total number of nodes in the abstract syntax tree is equal toñ, then the total number of applied compilation sequences does not exceed |M| ×ñ.
Of course, the decidability of one-pass generative compilers does not prevent them from having potentially high complexity: each local code optimization may be exponential (if it tackles NP-complete problem for instance). The decidability result only proves that, if we have a high computation power, we know that we can compute the optimal code after a bounded compilation time (possibly high). This first part of the article investigates the decidability problem of phase ordering in optimizing compilation. Figure 1 synthesizes a whole view of the different classes of the investigated problems with their decidability results. The largest class of the phase ordering problem that we consider, denoted by C1, assumes a finite set of program transformations with possible optimization parameters (to explore). If the performance prediction function is arbitrary, typically if it requires program execution or simulation, then this problem is undecidable. The second class of the phase ordering problem, denoted by C2 ⊂ C1, has the same hypothesis as C1 except that the optimization parameters are fixed. The problem is undecidable too. However, we have identified two decidable classes of phase ordering problem which are C3 and C4 explained as follows. The class C3 ⊂ C2 considers one-pass generative compilation ; the program is taken as an abstract syntax tree (AST), and code optimization applies a unique local code optimization module on each node of the AST. The class C4 ⊂ C2 takes the same assumption as C2 plus an additional constraint which is the presence of a cost model: if the cost model is a discrete increasing function, and if the cost of the code optimization is bounded, then C4 is a class of decidable phase ordering problem.
The next section investigates another essential question in optimizing compilation, which is parameters space exploration.
COMPILER OPTIMIZATION PARAME-TERS SPACE EXPLORATION
Nowadays, many compiler optimization methods are parametrized. For instance, loop unrolling requires an unrolling degree; loop blocking requires a blocking degree as well, etc. Actually, the complexity of phase ordering problem does not allow to explore jointly the the best sequence of the compilation steps and the best combinations of modules parameters. Usually, the community tries to find the "best" parameter combination when the compilation sequence is fixed. This section is devoted to study the decidability of such problem.
Towards a Theoretical Model
First, we suppose that we have s ∈ M * a given sequence of optimizing modules belonging to a finite set M. We assume that s is composed of n compilation sequences.
We associate for each optimization module mi ∈ M a unique integer parameter ki ∈ N. The set of all parameters is grouped inside a vector − → k ∈ N n , such that the i th component of − → k is the parameter ki of the mi, the i th module inside the considered sequence s. If the sequence s contains multiple instances of the same optimization module m, the parameter of each instance may have a distinct value from those of the other instances.
For a given program P, applying a program transformation module m ∈ M requires a parameter value. Then, we write the transformed program as P = m(P, − → k ).
As in the previous sections devoted to the phase ordering problem, we assume here the existence of a performance evaluation function t that predicts (or evaluates) the execution time of a program P having I as input data. We denote t(P, I) the predicted execution time. The formal problem of computing the best parameter values of a given set of program transformations in order to achieve the best performance can be written as follows.
PB. 6 (BEST-PARAMETERS). Let t be a function that predicts the execution time of any program P given input data I. Let M be a finite set of program transformations and s a particular optimization sequence. Does there exist an algorithm At,s that solves the following problem ? ∀T ∈ N an execution time (in processor clock cycles), ∀P a program, ∀I input data, At,s(P, I, T
This general problem cannot be addressed as it is, since the answer depends on the shape of the function t. In this paper, we assume that the performance prediction function is built by an algorithm a, taking s and P as parameters. Moreover, we assume the performance function t = a(P, s) built by a takes − → k and I as parameters and is a polynomial function. Therefore, the performance of a program P with input I and optimization parameters − → k is a(P, s)(I, − → k ). We discuss about the choice of a polynomial model after the statement of the problem. We want to decide whether there are some parameters for the optimization modules that make the desired performance bound reachable: 
PB. 7 (MODIFIED BEST-PARAMETERS
Ps,t(P, I, T ) = { − → k |a(P, s)( − → k , I) < T }.
Is Ps,t(P, I, T ) empty ?
As noted earlier, choosing an appropriate performance model is a central decision to define whether Problem 6 is decidable or not. For instance, Problem 7 considers polynomial functions, which are a family of usual performance models (arbitrary linear regression models for instance). Even a simple static model of complexity counting assignements evaluates usual algorithms with polynomials (n 3 for a straightforward implementation of square matrixmatrix multiply for instance). With such a simple model, any polynomial can be generated. It is assumed that a realistic performance evaluation function would be as least as difficult as a polynomial function. Unfortunately, the following lemma shows that if t is an arbitrary polynomial function, then Problem 7 is undecidable.
The following lemma states that Problem 7 is undecidable if there are at least 9 integer optimization parameters. In our context, this requires 9 optimizations in the optimizing sequence. Note that this number is constant when considering the best parameters, and is not a parameter itself. This number is fairly low compared to the number of optimizations found in state-of-the-art compilers (such as gcc or icc for instance). Now, if t is a polynomial and there are less than 9 parameters (the user has switched off most optimizations for instance): if there is only one parameter left, then the problem is decidable. For a number of parameters between 2 and 8, the problem is still open [17] and Matiyasevich conjectured it as undecidable.
LEMMA 3. The Modified Best-Parameters Problem is undecidable if the performance prediction function t = a(P, s) is an arbitrary polynomial and if there are at least 9 integer optimization parameters.
PROOF. The proof is based on a result published in 1982: given an arbitrary polynomial f with nine variables, Jones [10] proved that there is no recursive function which can determine whether f has a non-negative integer zero, in the sense that it finds an explicit zero or returns null otherwise.
Finding parameter values − → k such that, for an arbitrary polynomial t and for some given constant value I, t( − → k , I) < T is equivalent to finding the zeros of an arbitrary polynomial. Given a polynomial t, the polynomial T * t( − → x , I) * t( − → x , I) reaches a value lower than T for some − → x only if − → x is a zero of t. This shows that to find the values for the bound is as difficult as finding the zeros of a polynomial. If a generates arbitrary polynomials, according to the value of P, and there are at least 9 optimization parameters (I is not considered as a variable, as its value is constant), then Modified Best-Parameters Problem is undecidable.
Examples of Simplified Decidable Cases
Our formal problem Best-Parameters is the formal writing of library optimizations. Indeed, in such area of program optimizations, the applications are given with a training data set. Then, people try to find the best parameter values of optimizing modules (inside a compiler usually with a given compilation sequence) that holds in the best performance. In this section, we show that some simplified instances of Best-Parameters problem becomes easily decidable. A first example is the OCEAN project [2] , and a second one is the ATLAS framework [19] .
The OCEAN project [2] optimizes a given program for a given data set by exploring all combinations of parameter values. Potentially, such value space is infinite. However, OCEAN restricts the exploration to finite set of parameter intervals. Consequently, the number of parameter combinations becomes finite, allowing a trivial exhaustive search of the best parameter values: each optimized program resulting from a particular value of the optimization parameters is generated and evaluated. The one performing best is chosen. Of course, if we use such exhaustive search, the optimizing compilation time become very high. So, one can provide efficient heuristics for exploring the bounded space of the parameters [24] . Currently, this is outside the scope of our article.
ATLAS [19] is another simplified case of the Best-Parameter problem. In the case of ATLAS, the optimization sequence is known, the programs to optimize are known (BLAS variants), and it is assumed that the performance does not depend on the value of the input (independence w.r.t. the matrix and vector values). Moreover, there is a performance model for the cache hierarchy (basically, the size of the cache) that, combined to the dynamic performance evaluation, limits the number of program executions (i.e., performance evaluation) to do. For one level of cache and for matrix-matrix multiplication, there are three levels of blocking controlled by three parameters, bounded by the cache size and a small number of loop interchanges possible (for locality). Exhaustive enumeration inside admissible values enable to find the best parameter value. Figure 2 synthesizes a whole view of the different classes of the investigated problems with their decidability results. The largest class of the best parameters exploration problem that we consider, denoted by C1, assumes a finite set of optimization parameters with unbounded values (infinite space); The compiler optimization sequence is assumed fixed. If the performance prediction function is arbitrary, then this problem is undecidable. The second class of the best parameters exploration problem, denoted by C2 ⊂ C1, has the same hypothesis as C1 except that the performance model is assumed as an arbitrary polynomial function. The problem is undecidable too. However, a trivial identified decidable class is the case of bounded (finite) parameters space. This is the case of the tools ATLAS (class C3) and OCEAN (class C4).
FUTURE WORK
The phase ordering problem studied in this article does not make any assumption about the kind or the family of the considered program transformations. Potentially, we can have an unbounded (but finite) number of optimizing modules inside a compiler, as long as they guarantee us the best performance. Consequently, the size of the compiler can be as large as we require. In a future work, we want to explore the phase ordering problem with an additional restriction which is the granted size to a compiler. For this purpose, and thanks to the results presented in [1] , we will restrict the family of program transformations to the polyhedral ones. Indeed, the authors in [1] give a matrix coding of all polyhedral transformations and their possible combinations: the size of such matrix is finite and bounded, while its elements define all possible affine polyhedral program transformations. This matrix coding has the benefit for consuming a bounded space and allowing to ease the composition of program transformation.
Another future work to this article is to study the phase ordering problem with another kind of restriction. Instead of limiting the size of the optimizing compiler, we can put a limit on the size of the final transformed program. Does phase-ordering become decidable in this case ?
Finally, an important open problem remains the definition of a general family of performance prediction functions that makes the phase ordering problem decidable. In this paper, we proved that if such function requires the execution or the simulation of the considered program, then the phase ordering problem becomes undecidable. But what if the performance predictor does not require neither the execution nor the simulation of the program ? Of course, if the performance modeling is too trivial or too simple (see Section 4), it is highly probable that the phase ordering problem becomes decidable, but in this case the model would not fit the real program performance. So, we require to define a more general family of performance prediction functions, that are efficient enough to accurately model the real program performance while allowing to have a decidable phase ordering problem. As a first step, we will consider for instance linear regression models.
CONCLUSION
As far as we know, our article is the first formalisation of two known problems: the phase ordering in optimizing compilation and the compiler optimization parameters space exploration. Our article sets down the formal definition of the phase ordering problem in many compilation schemes such as static compilation, iterative compilation and library generation. Given an input data set for the considered program, the defined phase ordering problem is to find a sequence of code transformations (taken from a finite set of code optimizations) that increase the performance up to a fixed objective. Alternatively, we can consider too parametric code optimization modules, and then we can define the formal problem of best parameters space exploration. However in this case, the compilation sequence is fixed, and the searching process looks for the best code optimization parameters that increase the program performance up to a fixed objective.
We showed that the decidability of both these problems is tightly correlated to the function used to predict or to evaluate the program performance. If such function is an arbitrary polynomial function, or if it requires to execute a Turing machine (by simulation or by real execution on the considered underlying hardware), then both these problems are undecidable. This means that we can never have automatic solutions for them. We provided some simplified cases that make these problems decidable: for instance, we showed that if we include a compilation cost in the model (compilation time, number of generated programs, number of compilation sequences, etc.), then the phase ordering becomes obviously decidable. This is what all actual ad-hoc iterative compilation techniques really do. Also, we showed that if the parameters space is explicitly considered as bounded, then the best compiler parameter space exploration problem becomes trivially decidable too.
Our article proves then that the requirement to execute or to simulate a program is a major fundamental drawback for iterative compilation and for library generation in general. Indeed, they try to solve a problem that can never have an automatic solution. Consequently, it is impossible to bring a formal method that allows to accurately compare between the actual ad-hoc or practical methods of iterative compilation or for library generation [5, 12, 15, 24] . The experiments that can be made to highlight the efficiency of a method can never bring a guarantee that such iterative method would be efficient for other benchmarks. As a corollary, we can safely state that, since it is impossible to mathematically compare between iterative compilation methods (or between library generation tools) then we can consider that any proposed method is sufficiently "good" for only its set of experimented benchmarks and cannot be generalized as a concept or as a method.
Our article proves too that using iterative or dynamic methods for compilation is not fundamentally helpful for solving the general problem of code optimization. Such dynamic and iterative methods define distinct optimization problems that are unfortunately as undecidable as static code optimizations, even with fixed input data.
However, our article does not yet give information about the decidability of phase ordering or parameters space exploration if the performance prediction function does not require program execution. Simply because the answer depends on the nature of such function. If such function is too simple, then it is highly probable that the phase ordering becomes decidable but the experimental results would be weak (since the performance prediction model would be inaccurate). The problem of performance modeling then becomes the essential question. As far as we know, we did not find any model in the literature that has been formally validated by statistical fitting checks as explained in [18] .
